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Genetics Review

L. An organism's Bhysical appearance is its

C) CodominanceA) Genotype ffhenotype D) Het rozygous

2. When sex cells combine to produce offspring, each sex cell will contribute

,A) gn" fourth of the normal number of chromosomes
( e) }att the normal number of chromosomes.

C) the normal number of chromosomes
D)twice the normal number of chromosomes.

3. Sickle cell anemia is a disease where the shape of a person's hemoglobin (red btood cell)

is abnormal. Sickle cell anemia is a recessive disease. A couple has three children and

each has a different genotype: SS, Ss and ss. According to the children's genotype, what
aie the parents'genotypes and which child (children) will have sickle cell anemia?

A) One parent's genotype is SS and the other is ss and the child that will have sickle cell anemia

is the child with the ss genotype.

B)The parent's genotype are both Ss and the children that will have sickle cell anemia are the
children with the SS and Ss genotypes.

f C11ne parent's genotype are both Ss and the child that will have sickle cell anemia is the child

\uith the ss genotype.

D) One parent's genotype is Ss and the other is ss and the children that will have sickle cell

anemia are the children with the ss and Ss genotypes.

4. What does the notation tt mean to geneticists?

Al. two dominant alleles C) at least one dominant ailele

,/g)'!*o recessive alleles D) one dominant and one recessive allelle

5. Which nitrogen base in RNA is NOT part of DNA?

A) adenine B) guanine C) cytosine

6. Why are sex-linked traits more common in males than in females?

A) All alleles on the X chromosome are dominant.
B| All alleles on the Y chromosome are recessive.

Cgh recessive allele on the X chromosome will always produce the trait in a male.

D)Any allele on the Y chromosome will be codominant with the matching allele on the X

chromosome. bi-'-- 11 Li
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7. A carrier is a person who has

L n)lone recessive and one dominant allele for a trait.
B) two recessive alleles for a trait.
C) two dominant alleles for a trait.
D) more than two alleles for a trait. -'#-*'-=*\'
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\8. The lab technician
synthesis process.

Cue Cards Protein

at your high school asked You to
However, you dropped them on

make cue cards of the protein

the way to school.

Synthesis
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Translation occurs at the ribosome. The ribosome moves

reading each nucleotide triPlet.
along the mRNA strand

*

The newly formed mRNA travels from the nucleus into the cytoplasm and

attaches to a ribosome.
nJl

chain, once complete, folds into a specific shape in theThe resulting polypeptide

cytoplasm.

Unzipped DNA serves as a blueprint for mRNA.

Transcription occurs. This is the process through which a DNA sequence is

copied to produce a complementary mRNA. !*

nucleotide triplet. These amino
nf2

-

The IRNA carries amino

acids link together.
acids to the site of each

you must place the cards in the correct order. lndicate the correct step number next to cue

card description.

A) r-z
flf -s

9.

-4-3-s-6 C) s-1-6-4-2-3
-2-1-6-3 D) s-2-3-4-1-6

A man r,r{6?o*nta;ffir, orr3,L.o a daushter with blue\**"*_ ' '

can he produce?

[) He can produce B gametes only C) He can produce b gametes only

/6Tff . can produce B and b gametes D) Males do not produce gametes
tr/

L0. How many mffi,codons will attach to a DNA sequence consisting of 12 nuclePrig"t].. 
-{ * ,

A) 3 ($ + c) 72 D) 36 '*-'-'f 
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11. Bob looks much more like his mother: than his father. He decided to ask his four friends

who are genetic geeks why that is. Which friend is correct?

A) Friend 1 says it is because he inherited more chromosomes from

ilFriend 2 says it is because his mother's genes are probably more

fCi'Friena 3 says it is because his mother's genes are probably more

Yi rriend 4 says it is because his mother gave him more genes'

, rf ,r=Ori-s '(T' 
i

his mother.l.- J'4ri'rL,,-i r J Jt{c'lr{

recessive than his father's.
dominant than his father's.
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14. Using the ledld DNA strand below, answer the questions.

A)

B)

c)

{"D)L

12. Colour blindness is a sex-linked trait. Which statement best describes what occurs to the
offspring?

Girls are more likely to be colour blind because it is carried on the 'X' chromosomertr
Boys are more likely to be colour blind because it is carried on the 'Y' chromosome.,,(

.A 
girl is sure to be colour blind if her mother is colour blind.n .-? '[.:rct ];rr-.-iLr't ,h'- u< ^ 

1f'A 
boy is sure to be colour blind if his mother is colour blind. y' ir ! r

13. Three students are discussing protein synthesis.
Cassandra says, "During protein synthesis, a messenger RNA must be built based on the

DNA." "No, no, no!" objects lvan. "During protein synthesis, transfer RNA is needed to transport
amino acids to the ribosomes." Sylvia adds, 'You're both right, but you're talking about two
different processes in protein synthesis. You should also know that the messenger RNA

produced in the nucleus attaches itself to a ribosome during protein synthesis."
Which of the three students is referring to the transcription stage in his or her

description of protein synthesis? tr*"tr." ->(. u,i-;*-l iilli ::I i' <.tet': 
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15. ln his research, Mendel cross-po-llinated a frure-linepea plant with round seeds and a)p

pure-line pea plant with wrinkldJseeds. Giv;ilth;;the allele for round seeds is

dominant over the allele for wrinkled seeds, wlqat percentage of the first-generation
plants obtained had round seeds? Explain your Qnswer, using a Punnett square.
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You must place the cards in the correct order. lndicate.the correct step number next to cue
card description.

A) 1-2-4- 3-s-6 C) s-1-6 -4-2-3,*),+-5-2-1-6-3 
q D) 5-2-3-4-1-6

e. A man hr{qy" -;f$r, oroY,L.o a daushter with
can he producel

A) He can produce B garnetes only

#itie can produce B and b sametes

C) He can produce b gametes only
D) Males do not produce gametes

L0. How many m[[Apddons wil] attach to a DNA sequence consisting of 12 nucleotides? 
r,

A) 3 e9 cl L2 D) 36 '-l-r-r 
f 
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11. Bob looks much more like his mother: than his father. He decided .o ,rlft;r.i u,Jo,
who are genetic geeks why that is. Which friend is coirect? "*aio* 'r+

A) Friend 1" says it is because he inherited more chromosomes from his mother.n J l ,yr*t".: r J I <k*l

AFriend 2 says it is because his mother's genes are prbbably more recessive than his father's.

l![triend 3 says it is because his mother's genes are probably more dominant than his father's.
'D) Friend 4 says it is because his mother gave him more genes.

reading each nucleotide triplet. I.t
Translation occurs at the ribosome. The ribosome moves along the mRNA strand

The newly formed mRNA travels from the nucleus into the cytoplasm and
attaches to a ribosome. ry-)
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The resulting polypeptide chain,
cytoplasm.

once complete, folds into a specific shape in the

Unzipped DNA serves as a blueprint for mRNA.

Transcription occurs. This is the process through which a DNA sequence is

copied to produce a complementary mRNA. ,_
The IRNA carries amino
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12. Colour blindness is a sex-linked trait. Which statement best describes what occurs to the
offspring?

A) Girls are more likely to be colour blind because it is carried on the 'X' chromosomerx
B) Boys are more likely to be colour blind because it is carried on the 'Y' chromosome. 

^
C)A girl is sure to be colour blind if her mother is colour blind.x *? ilr:.ct ,,*..iC"'t ,; r v<. ^ 

1f--
(6) Aboy is sure to be colour blind if his mother is colour blind. r' 'r 'r \r

13. Three students are discussing protein synthesis.
Cassandra says, "During protein synthesis, a messenger RNA must be built based on the

DNA." "No, no, no!" objects lvan. "During protein synthesis, transfer RNA is needed to transport
amino acids to the ribosomes." Sylvia adds, "You're both right, but you're talking about two
different processes in protein synthesis. You should also knowthat the messenger RNA

produced in the nucleus attaches itself to a ribosome during protein synthesis."
Which of the three students is referring to the transcription stage in his or her

description of protein synthesis?
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dominant over the allele for wrinkled seeds, wfuat percentage of the first-generation
plants obtained had round seeds? Explain your f,nswer, using a Punnett square.
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iduals from the first generation described
of individuals with round seeds the same
percentage? Explain your answer, using a
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Mendel then cross-pollinated two indiv
previous question. Was the percentage
the new generation? lf not, what is the
Punnett square. 
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-17;There arefour.children in the Chapelfamily. Lewis and Louise have brown eyes, and

!r Olivia and OlivBf have blue eyes. The parents, BenTS atid-DeiTtse, have brown eyes. What
.--''are their genotypes? Describe how you arrived'ityor\rnr*"r, assuming that eye colour

is determined by a single gene whose allele for brown e\^gs is dominant over the allele

Protein synthesis occurs as a result of certain processes in a cell. Place the following
steps in the correct order.
A mRNA strand is formed.@; r:^"\
IRNA bond with the mRNA. Amino acids are joined together. tt-,
The synthesized protein detaches itself from the ribosome and folds
The two strands of DNA separate. C . .*
An mRNA attaches itself to a ribosome.(2'
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19. Does each of the following statements refer to DNA or RNA?
a- I do not contain any thymine. R s-r A
b- Most of the time, I arh a molecule made up of two complementary strands. On* A
c- One of my nitrogenous bases is uracil. Kt*r A
d- I act as a messenger during protein synthesis. (" t"-r A

20. Among the character traits studied in fruit flies is the length of their wings. two _ - 
g7

shapes are possible for this character trait: normal wings and miniature wings. lf twqfilre-line'" ,

individuals with normal wings are crossbred, what proportion of the offspring will also-IE'Ve---
normal wings? Explain your answer.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

21. When a fruit fly has an allele for normal wings and an allele for miniature wings, its
phenotype for this character trait is "normal-winged."
ls this individual homozygous or heterozygous for the character trait? he ,i.* .';
Which of the two alleles is dominant? i"trr- 'v'-ci'i .- '*g tl..l)
Which of the two alleles is recessive? krt-,*"**,t-,1-u<--.- *- -.*; ( .r )
What would be the possible genotvpg &6for a fruit ly W{tniormat wings? hi fl-i L'-i' t*,,t 't
What would be the possible genotype
miniature wings?

or a fruit fly with rr?,I

22.lntomatoes, the allele for purple ,1911.{6[i, dominant over the allele for green stems

{p). Second, the allele for red truit@isd6minant over the allele for yellow fruit (r). Twg r..i
tomato plants that are heterozygofs for the two character traits are crossbre"6. ,a $.' Kj
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tr.-.V.-. -Supposing that 160 new plants are obtained, use a Punnett square to show how many -x
of them, in theory, will have:

a purple stem and yellow fruit

a purple stem and red fruit

a green stem and yellow fruit

a green stem and red fruit
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23. There are many inherited characteristics found in humans. A genetically determined
characteristic or condition is called a trait. One trait involves ear wax. Wet ear wax is \

dominant to dry Har wax. Another.is eyelash length. tong $elashes are dominant to
short ones. tily has(1V ear r,l,aiiaiid lonXeyelashes. She has four children with Massimo,snoru ones. Lily nas\qly gSly_,3x ano ton{vela
who has wet ear wax and long eyelashes.\-F
Lily is heterozp.ous for long eyelashes. Massimo is heterozygous for long eyelashes and
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24. The table below provides generic information on three guinea pigs.

Descriptio n Genotype
Gu nea p g#r Has black coloured fur and dark eyes BbDD

Gu nea p g#2 Has black coloured fur and red eyes BBdd

Gu nea p g#3 Has white fur and dark eyes bbDd

a- Which guinea pig is heterozygous for black fur? :-lr I

b- Which guinea pig is homozygous for red eyes? '#" 'b
c- What is the dominant allele for fur colour? * ( r,,tero- u )
d- What is the recessive allele for eye colour? d ( r r- ,L )

25. Drosophila melanogaster, the common fruit fly, is used
ln one such research experirnent, a female fly with red

extensively in genetic research.
yes was crossed with a male fly

with{lbck eyes.,The results of the cross were 400 offsf
hdve riJA-eybs and 204 have black eyes. Red eye coloqt'r

ring. Of the 400 offspring, 196

is a recessive trait. What is the
genotype of each parent fly? Justify your answer usirlga Punnett square.
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